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Abstract In superconducting quantum point contacts multiple Andreev reflection (MAR), which describes the coherent transport of m quasiparticles
each carrying an electron charge with m ≥ 3, sets in at voltage thresholds
eV = 2∆/m. In single electron transistors (SETs) Coulomb blockade, however, suppresses the current at low voltage. The required voltage for charge
2
transport increases with the square of the effective charge eV ∝ (me) . Thus,
studying the charge transport in all-superconducting single electron transistors
(SSETs) sets these two phenomena into competition. In this article we present
the fabrication as well as a measurement scheme and transport data for a SSET
with one junction in which the transmission and thereby the MAR contributions can be continuously tuned. All regimes from weak to strong coupling
are addressed. We extend the Orthodox theory by incorporating MAR processes to describe the observed data qualitatively. We detect a new transport
process the nature of which is unclear at present. Furthermore, we observe a
renormalization of the charging energy when approaching the strong coupling
regime.
Keywords Superconductivity · Coulomb Blockade · Mesoscopic Transport ·
Break Junction · Multiple Andreev Reflection · Single Electron Tunneling ·
Single Electron Transistor

1 Introduction
A small metallic island weakly coupled to two leads via tunnel junctions forms
a single electron transistor (SET). The transistor-like behaviour is due to the
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Coulomb blockade of charge transport that can be modulated by a gate electrode. The Coulomb blockade occurs because a charging energy EC = e2 /2CΣ
is required to charge the island of capacitance CΣ by one additional electron
[1]. To describe the current through a SET using the Orthodox theory (OT)
[2, 3], the charge states of the island must be well defined, leading to the demand for low temperature kB T  EC . Additionally the coupling through the
tunnel junctions must be low enough to preserve the charge states, which can
be expressed by a requirement on the junction resistances R > RK = e2 /h.
When reducing the resistance of the tunnel junctions below RK , perturbation
theory has to be considered to account for more charge states contributing to
the current. Coulomb blockade itself has been confirmed experimentally for
resistances much lower than RK [4, 5, 6]. Jezouin et al. [7] studied the zero
bias CB oscillations in SETs, consisting of a metallic island contacted by quantum point contacts with variable conductance G formed in an 2D electron gas.
They found the disappearance of the CB oscillations when G ≥ 1/RK = h/e2
for any contact.
In the superconducting state two additional energy scales come into play:
the quasiparticle gap ∆ and the Josephson energy EJ = h̄IC /2e, which represents the coupling between superconducting island and superconducting leads.
In the case of ∆ > EC  EJ the charge state of the island is well defined
while it is easier to charge the island than to break a Cooper pair, hence the
superconductivity is altered by charging effects. Thus the quasiparticle onset
is shifted to bias voltages eV ≥ 4∆. Plenty of different current features composed of Andreev reflection (AR), Cooper pair and quasiparticle transport are
observed at lower bias voltages [8, 4, 9, 10]. So far, the interaction of multiple
Andreev reflection (MAR) [11, 12] and CB in all superconducting devices was
only studied theoretically [13], although MAR is well known in single atom
contacts and diffusive wires. Experimental studies of AR or MAR and arbitrary charging effects have only been carried out in hybrid superconducting
devices [14, 15, 16].
The probability P for MAR transporting m charges scales with the transmission τ of the participating transport channels P ∝ τ m [17]. Oxide tunnel
barriers typically utilized in SSETs have many conductance channels of very
low transmission [11, 18, 19]. In point contacts featuring only a small number of conductance channels with intermediate transmission, MAR becomes
important. Especially break-junctions have proven to feature only a limited
number of transport channels and show MAR of high order in the atomic
sized contact regime [20].

2 Sample Preparation
To investigate the interaction of CB and MAR we designed an SSET (cf.
Fig. 1a) with one static and one adjustable contact. The static contact is realized by an Al/AlOx /Al tunnel barrier (TB), while a mechanically controlled
break junction (BJ) forms the adjustable contact. Using the BJ we can in situ
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tune the junction’s coupling through all regimes, enabling us to characterize
the sample in the Orthodox regime before adjusting the BJ to an atomic size
contact.

Fig. 1 SEM image (a) and bias scheme of the SSET. A break junction (BJ) and an oxide tunnel barrier (TB) define the island (Isl) to which the gate electrode (GE) couples
capacitively. Two reference resistors (R) of equal value in series with the sample preserve
the symmetry of the voltage source VS . One of them is used to determine the current (I)
through the sample. The bias voltage VB is measured directly. The gate voltage (VG ) is
applied against the common voltage of the bias.

We use shadow evaporation to fabricate the structure on a bendable bronze
wafer covered by an insulating polyimide sacrificial layer, prepared as described
in Ref. [21]. We apply electron beam lithography to pattern the 2 × 2 µm2
island (Isl). The gate electrode (GE) is separated from the island by 200 nm.
The constriction on the left constitutes the BJ while a finger protruding from
the other electrode forms the tunnel barrier (TB). We produce the tunnel
barrier by first depositing 45 nm of aluminium followed by an oxidation in
0.1 mbar O2 for 30 min. Evaporating a second 60 nm thick layer of aluminium
under a different angle leads to an overlap of roughly 50 × 50 nm2 and tunnel
resistances of 25−125 kΩ. The tunnel resistance typically increases by 10−15%
when cooled down. The sample fabrication is finalized by a reactive ion etching
process in oxygen to suspend the BJ.
In order to rule out an influence of the double constriction caused by the
shadow evaporation, we performed several measurements on test samples featuring the same type of double constriction. The conductance histograms while
opening and closing the double BJ show no deviation from the ones obtained
using a single aluminium BJ [22]. We argue that the different layer thickness of
the replicated BJs causes one of the junctions to break way before the second
one is adjusted to the atomic point contact regime.
3 Transport Measurements
A symmetric four-point configuration provides the basis for the electrical measurement (cf. Fig. 1b). Two 100 kΩ shunt resistors, one of which is used for
current measurement, are placed nearby in series with the sample at low temperatures. The bias voltage (VB ) is measured independently. This allows us to
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record the highly nonlinear current voltage (IV) characteristics with sufficient
resolution even though the overall resistance of our sample changes in a wide
range during the whole measurements. All measurement and bias lines are realized as twisted pairs. Signal and bias filtering is provided by capillary cables
from 4 Kelvin to base temperature, copper powder [23] and RC low pass filters
at different temperatures . A two-stage amplification scheme for both current
and voltage with a fixed-gain preceding a variable-gain amplifier provides the
adjustability for the different ranges. The gate voltage (VG ) of the SSET is
applied against the common ground of the bias. A superconducting magnet
offers the possibility to suppress superconductivity if desired. Transport measurements comprise recording IV characteristics by applying a slowly varying
source voltage (VS ) for different constant gate voltages. We further process
the data and generate the shown bias-gate-current maps by using statistical
data binning and applying a Savitzky-Golay filter to smoothen the data and
calculate the derivative numerically when required.

4 Results and Analysis
We present data from one sample tuned to different transport regimes recorded
in the normal and superconducting state. Using the low temperature IV characteristics of the pristine sample, which showed no CB or dependence on the
gate voltage, we determined the superconducting gap ∆ = 190 µeV as well as
the normal conducting resistance of the oxide tunnel barrier RTB = 112 kΩ.
Following this primary characterization, the sample was broken at 2.5 K to
reduce the possibility of contamination in the BJ. For all measurements presented, the sample was cooled down to T ≤ 50 mK after adjusting the BJ. The
adjusted contact has a high time stability of more than 24 h. This is achieved
by using a stepper motor for driving the mechanics and the pronounced reduction ratio of the BJ. The time stability is required to measure the very same
contact configuration in normal and superconducting state.
In order to assign the current features through the SSET to particular
charge transport processes, two methods of evaluating the data are used. The
first method is based on identifying the contributions to the current features
using simple energy considerations while the second one involves simulating
the current.

4.1 Superconducting Transport Diagram
In contrast to the normal conducting SET, where single electron tunnelling
defines the shape of the Coulomb blockade, in the superconducting state more
charge transport processes come into play. These processes include the coherent superconducting transport (i.e. transport of a Cooper pair or Josephson
transport) and the dissipative transport of quasiparticle tunnelling, Andreev
reflection (AR) and multiple Andreev reflection transferring three charges
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(from now referred to as MAR). Since the transport processes show a characteristic bias dependence (caused by the different number of charges transported m and quasiparticles created q) these dependences can be utilized for
identifying the transport mechanism.
In the Orthodox regime the number of electrons n is a sufficient quantum
2
number and the system’s Coulomb energy U (n) = (Q − ne) /2CΣ is well
defined, Q = −CG VG +Q0 being the charge induced by the gate (−CG VG ) and
the grounded substrate (Q0 ). Following Ref. [10], for positive bias VB > 0, only
charging the island through the TB and discharging the island through the BJ
need to be considered. The fraction of the bias available for the transport over
each junction (κ∓ VB ) can be calculated using the simple model of a capacity
voltage divider and depends on the difference of the junction capacitances
δC = CBJ − CTB solely. We find 2κ∓ = 1 ∓ δC/CΣ where the κ− is associated
with transport over the BJ. For a given transport mechanism this bias voltage
needs to provide the energy to change the islands charge (U (n ∓ m) − U (n))
and create quasiparticles (q∆).
meκVB = (U (n ∓ m) − U (n)) + q∆



m
CG VG − Q0
+n +
+ q∆
= 2mEC
e
2

(1)

This equation gives the threshold bias voltage for the dissipative transports of
quasiparticle tunnelling (m = 1, q = 2), the AR (m = 2, q = 2) and the MAR
(m = 3, q = 2). Coherent Cooper pair transport is possible when the resonance
condition (m = 2, q = 0) is met. These thresholds and the resonance condition
evaluated for different island charge states n make up a family of lines in the
bias/gate-voltage plane. This transport diagram, which solely depends on the
parameters EC (or CΣ ), δC, CG , ∆ and Q0 , helps identifying the transport
processes involved in the observed current features. While negative slopes indicate a transport over the BJ, positive slopes correspond to transport over
the TB.
Observing a current through the SSET requires transport through both
junctions. Therefore, the number of electrons on the island n needs to cycle
through different charge states. By combining the different superconducting
transport processes, many cycles are possible. The simplest cycle is made up
of quasiparticle transport through both junctions involving the charge states
n and n ± 1, equivalent to the situation in a non-superconducting SET. We
will refer to this cycle as e-e cycle or quasiparticle onset.
The most prominent sub-gap feature is the so called J-QP cycle [8, 24] featuring a Josephson transport through one of the junctions and the transport of
two quasiparticles through the other junction. As Josephson transport requires
resonance, this cycle only contributes where the condition is met, thus leading
to a peak in the current. The island charge passes through n ⇒ n ± 1 ⇒ n
as for non-zero bias the resonant Josephson transport needs some coherent
dissipative transport over the other junction to happen. Therefore, in the JQP cycle Josephson and quasiparticle transport combine into J-e transport.
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Another n ⇒ n ± 1 ⇒ n cycle consists of two alternating J-e transports with
the resonance met at both junctions consecutively. This process is known as 3e
[8] and shows the highest contribution near the intersection of two Josephson
lines.
Taking into account the other dissipative transport processes of (M)AR,
we find additional cycles with more charge states involved. The AR (m = 2,
q = 2) allows to create n ⇒ n ± 2 ⇒ n ± 1 ⇒ n by having an AR through one,
followed by two quasiparticle tunnelling processes through the other junction.
In analogy to the J-QP cycle, this is called the A-QP cycle [10]. Including
MARs lead to cycles involving even more charge states like the MAR-QP
cycle n ⇒ n ± 3 ⇒ n ± 2 ⇒ n ± 1 ⇒ n consisting of MAR (m = 3, q = 2)
and three quasiparticle tunnelling events. Combining AR and J-e on opposite
junctions we find another n ⇒ n ± 2 ⇒ n ± 1 ⇒ n cycle known as 3e-AR [10].
Similar to the J-e transport there is the possibility of combining a Josephson
transport with the dissipative AR on opposite junction. Leaving no excess
charge, this combination will cause the J-AR cycle.
Multi-charge tunneling over both junctions or cotunneling as described in
Ref. [4] lead to features located at very low bias voltages, which do not follow
the relation of eq. 1. However, with the quite small Josephson coupling of the
TB, these processes become very unlikely and their signatures vanish in the
noise floor.
4.2 Current Simulations
We use Orthodox theory [3, 1, 25] to simulate the current through the SSET.
In the regime of small coupling and large bias value, the discrete charge states
of the island are sufficient to simulate the current using a master equation
approach. We derive the bias and gate dependent change of the island’s free
energy δ for each transport process following the capacitive model (cf. eq. (1)).
Using δ and the superconducting density of quasiparticle states [25] we simulate the quasiparticle rate ΓQP (δ). Additionally ΓQP depends on the junction resistances and the temperature of the system. The resonant Josephson
transport is harder to implement, since tunnelling of a Cooper pair is a nondissipative process. In Refs. [26, 27] a rate for Josephson transport linked to
quasiparticle transport (useable for J-e) was derived
ΓJ (δ) =

ΓQP EJ
4δ 2 + (hΓQP )2

(2)

depending on the Josephson coupling EJ . This approach is known to describe
the J-QP current feature quite well [28], but will not include correlated Josephson and Andreev transport. In our simulation EJ is calculated using the normal
state resistance of the junction [9].
The other dissipative processes, AR and MAR, are integrated in the simulation by using rates derived from the quasiparticle rate
ΓAR (δ) = GAR ΓQP (2δ),

ΓMAR (δ) = GMAR ΓQP (3δ)

(3)
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by introducing conductances GAR and GMAR . This method of implementing
multiple electron tunnelling processes into the Orthodox theory is known to
work in simulations for normal conducting-superconducting-normal conducting (NSN) SETs [29, 30, 18]. At least for small τ , this method of adding (M)AR
is expected to qualitatively describe the phenomena correctly [31]. Since the
bias current relation for (M)AR deviates from the assumed step-like behaviour
for higher τ [32], the simulation may present the related current features at
underestimated bias.
4.3 Tunnel Contact Regime
Tuning the BJ to form a mere tunnel contact (RBJ = 825 kΩ), we find a
classical SET behaviour. In the normal conducting state (Fig. 2), the low bias
current is suppressed and a clear diamond pattern in the bias/gate-voltage
plane is visible. Due to the highly asymmetric junctions (RTB = 112 kΩ),
there is a faint hint of a diamond of second order.
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Fig. 2 Normal conducting bias-gatecurrent map with RBJ = 825 kΩ and
RTB = 112 kΩ. The current in the
normal-conducting state shows the expected diamond shaped Coulomb blockade in low bias regime.

When switching to the superconducting state as seen in Figure 3a, the interplay of superconductivity and Coulomb blockade causes a variety of current
cycles. As mentioned before, the transport diagram1 and some general considerations enable us to identify these cycles. If Josephson transport is involved
features appear as peaks in the current, whereas dissipative processes lead
to an onset. We label the lines with the initial and final charge state of the
transport process (n ⇒ n ± m). Using the labels we analyse in which region
of bias and gate voltage all individual transport processes required for a cycle
are possible. Because the lines are graphical solutions of eq. (1), this is equivalent to the estimation of the energetic margins for each cycle as illustrated in
Ref. [10].
1 The used parameters are E
C = 122 µeV, δC/CΣ = −0.557, CG = 75 aF, ∆ = 190 µeV,
Q0 /e = 0.625
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Fig. 3 Superconducting bias-gate-current map (a) with RBJ = 825 kΩ and RTB = 112 kΩ.
The current map is overlaid with the transport diagram (parameters in footnote 1) showing
the onset condition for quasiparticle tunnelling (black) and the resonance condition for
Cooper pair tunnelling (magenta) for both junctions. The onset condition for AR (blue)
is shown for the BJ only. We identify current contributions carried by e-e (1), J-QP (2),
A-QP (3), 3e (4) and 3e-A (5) cycles. The simulated current (b), which for clarity includes
quasiparticle and Josephson transport only, reflects Josephson and quasiparticle related
transport features. Colour online.

Thus, the ridge of the e-e onset (label 1) follows the quasiparticle lines of
the transport diagram for VB ≥ 4∆. It starts at intersections of quasiparticle
lines connecting the same charge states (e.g. e: 0 ⇒ 1 and e: 1 ⇒ 0). The peaklike J-QP features accordingly (label 2) follow the Josephson lines. The J-QP
feature is in general enclosed in two of the quasiparticle lines (e.g. J: 0 ⇒ −2
in e: −1 ⇒ 0 and e: 0 ⇒ 1). The lower line (e: −1 ⇒ 0) is the threshold
for this specific J-QP cycle to be completed, the upper one (e: 0 ⇒ 1) allows
an additional charge to tunnel onto the island and destroys the resonance
condition required for the Josephson transport. The absolute current of the JQP having the Josephson transport either over the BJ (negative slope) or the
TB (positive slope) is different, which is caused by the different resistances.
The small current preceding the e-e onset (label 3) is an A-QP cycle. The
onset follows the Andreev line through the BJ (AR: 0 ⇒ −2) and starts at
the quasiparticle line (e: −1 ⇒ 0) required to complete the cycle. Since AR is
a dissipative transport, the A-QP is not completely suppressed when reaching
the next quasiparticle line (e: 0 ⇒ 1). Very small signatures of 3e (label 4) and
3e-AR (label 5) cycles are visible as well and are likewise identified by their
shape and location.
For comparison we present the simulation in Fig.3b, which includes quasiparticle and Josephson transport only. The parameters used were determined
approximating the transport diagram in the superconducting map and the
normal state resistances of RBJ = 825 kΩ and RTB = 112 kΩ. (M)AR pro-
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cesses are omitted in the simulation for the sake of clarity2 . The simulation
allows us to reproduce the prominent features in the SSET current, namely
the e-e onset (label 1) and the J-QP cycle (label 2). The much smaller 3e
current cycle (label 4) is also visible and comparable in height. An additional
feature (label 5) is present in the simulation only and is an artefact of the rate
equation approach and the linkage of the Josephson to the quasiparticle rates.
The J-QP cycle on the negative slope (J over BJ) in the measurements is
more pronounced than in the earlier realizations of SSETs consisting of two
classical tunnel barriers of comparable resistance [4, 8, 10, 33]. A classical tunnel barrier having that high resistance should have negligible superconductive
coupling, leading to a strong suppression of the J-QP cycle as seen in the
simulation. Taking into account the BJ being nevertheless an atomic contact
with small number of relatively high transmissive conduction channels explains
the discrepancy of the estimated Josephson coupling and additionally the appearance of AR even in this high resistance regime. This property is a major
difference to SSETs with classical tunnel barriers and one of the key physical results reported in this article. Further measurements on superconducting
SETs are necessary to explore this behaviour in more detail.

4.4 Near Tunnelling Regime
When closing the BJ to some lower resistance value (RBJ = 73 kΩ) many
new features appear. Please note that from this point on we present the
conductance instead of the current. The normal conducting data (Fig. 4)
shows the typical Coulomb diamonds. The conductance within the central
diamond is completely suppressed and a diffuse diamond of second order appears. Even though the nominal resistances of both junctions are comparable
(RTB = 112 kΩ), the BJ (negative slope) dominates the ridges in the conductance map suggesting very different contact properties.
This difference is much more pronounced in the superconducting data
(Fig. 5a). Almost all sub-gap features appear on the negative slope and are
therefore dominated by the different transport mechanisms over the BJ. In
order to understand the features within OT, the transport-diagram3 featuring quasiparticle transport over both junctions plus Josephson and (M)AR
transport over the BJ is drawn. Thereby we identify the e-e onset (label 1)
and a very pronounced J-QP cycle (label 2). In contrast to the tunnel regime
described above, the A-QP cycle (label 3) appears as a step-like onset in the
current (a peak in conductance). The very different height of the e-e onset on
the positive and negative slopes suggests having another cycle included in the
second step-like onset on the negative slope. Respecting the MAR lines and
2 Including (M)AR in the master equation simulation of this regime even with very low
conductance will cause numerical artefacts affecting the height and width of the J-QP cycle
over the TB.
3 The used parameters are E
C = 123 µeV, δC/CΣ = −0.557, CG = 74 aF, ∆ = 190 µeV,
Q0 = 0.425
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Fig. 4 Normalconducting bias-gateconductance map with RBJ = 72 kΩ and
RTB = 112 kΩ. The normal-conducting
map shows the characteristic Coulomb
blockade pattern with a diffused onset
on the slope of the TB (positive). Colour
online.

the corresponding labels the difference in height is caused by a MAR-QP cycle
(e.g. MAR: 0 ⇒ −3 in between e: −1 ⇒ 0 and e: 0 ⇒ 1).
The very small 3e-A cycle (label 5) is barely visible, since this cycle includes
the less pronounced Josephson transport over TB. This is also the reason why
the J-QP feature with the Josephson transport over the TB is not visible.
The feature at very low bias (label 6) could be caused by two different cycles,
namely off resonance 3e [31] or A-J. An unambiguous identification is not possible due to missing bias and current resolution. Furthermore an unidentified
feature (label ?) appears in the data. While its peak-like shape in the current
is always observable, the position and extension of these features depend on
the polarity of the bias.
One might wonder if the unknown feature is caused by charge fluctuators
found in back gated SETs on silicon oxide, glass and sapphire substrates [34].
Yet charge fluctuators would not explain the repetition of the feature in all
diamonds and the observed asymmetry with respect to bias. In general, we
rarely observe charge fluctuators in our samples, which might be a consequence
of polyimide used as substrate.
The unidentified feature also appears in other contacts on this and other
samples whenever MAR can be proven by the appearance of the MAR-QP
cycle. With the current model of consecutive transport we do not find a cycle
which explains this feature, satisfies all energetic requirements, and gives an
explanation for the bias dependence. Nevertheless we believe the feature arises
from some transport process depending on or involving MAR.
The simulation for RBJ = 73 kΩ from Fig. 5b was carried out including the
quasiparticle and Josephson transport through both junctions and enabling
AR and MAR through the BJ. While the simulation is able to represent the
occurrence and location of most of the distinct feature, the overall height of
the features is not represented well at all. Due to the very sharp edges in
the simulation, the numerical derivation overestimates all steps and peaks in
current. Nevertheless the locations of the quasiparticle onset in combination
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Fig. 5 Superconducting bias-gate-conductance map (a) with RBJ = 72 kΩ and RTB =
112 kΩ. There are many sub-gap features, which mostly appear due to (M)AR transport
through the BJ (negative slope). The transport diagram (parameter in footnote 3) shown
includes quasiparticle transport (black) through both TB and BJ as well as Josephson
(magenta), AR (blue) and three charge MAR (blue dashed) for the BJ. The features can be
identified as e-e (1), J-QP(2), A-QP(3), MAR-QP(4) and very small 3e-A(5) cycles. Another
prominent feature (labelled as ?) is not covered by the current interpretation using OT. In
the deep subgap region there are indications for 3e and J-A (6) processes very close to each
other. All identified features also appear in the simulation (b), which considers quasiparticle,
Josephson, AR and MAR transport. The difference in their magnitude is caused by the very
sharp edges of the simulation and the numerical derivation. The simulation does not cover
the unknown feature (?) either. Colour online.

with the MAR-QP cycle (label 1,4), the J-QP cycle (label 2), the A-QP (label
3) and the 3e-A cycle (label 5) are reflected quite well. The fact that there is no
3e cycle within the gap and the simulation neglects J-AR transport suggests
that the feature observed in the measurement (Fig. 5a, label 6) is caused by
J-AR cycles. As expected, the unidentified feature in the experimental data
(Fig. 5a, label ?), does not appear in the simulations.

4.5 Point Contact Regime
The BJ can be adjusted to form an atomic point contact. This is achieved
during opening the junction by stopping the mechanical drive at the latest
conductance plateau before breaking [20]. The normal state conductance of
the SET with RBJ = 10 kΩ differs from the previously shown data in the
reduction of the Coulomb blockade effect as seen in Fig. 6a. The low bias
conductance is never completely suppressed. Furthermore no clear diamond
pattern of the CB is visible. In this regime it is quite difficult to extract the
required set of parameters of the SET from the normal conducting data.
The conductance of the superconducting state (Fig. 6b) also features no
clear signs of Coulomb blockade as expected from OT. No e-e onset at VB ≥
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over the BJ (negative slope) dominates the measurement. The superconducting measurement (b) is equally dominated by transport over the BJ. The transport diagram (parameters
in footnote 4) was drawn utilizing the assignment of J-QP (1) and A-QP (2) cycles as described in the text and includes lines for quasiparticle (black), Josephson (magenta) and AR
(blue) transport. Instead of a quasiparticle onset a faintly modulated onset slightly above 2∆
is observed. The transport diagram points to a distinctive reduction of EC . Colour online.

4∆/e is visible, instead a slightly gate modulated onset at VB ≥ 2∆/e appears.
This onset does not follow the edges of a distinct diamond pattern but resembles a quasiparticle onset. However, the pronounced ridges in the conductance
data can be related to well-known cycles. We suppose the highest contribution
through the BJ in the atomic contact regime to be either Josephson transport
or AR. Inspired by the OT, we tentatively assign the peak-valley ridge (peak
in current) to be caused by the J-QP cycle (label 1). Accordingly the second,
peak-like feature is identified as A-QP (label 2). This allows us to pinpoint the
complete transport diagram4 , including the lines for quasiparticle, Josephson
and AR transport5 . These lines match well with characteristic changes in the
conductance map. Nevertheless, not all observations can be described within
this model. For example, following OT, the J-QP cycle should be suppressed
once the limiting quasiparticle threshold (2∆ + 3EC ) is passed. However, we
observe that the process persists to higher bias values(≈ 4∆). We argue that
in the strong coupling regime realized here the OT is not applicable anymore
and thus no simulations were performed.
The used parameters are EC = 58 µeV, δCCΣ = 0.252, CG = 75 aF, ∆ = 190 µeV,
Q0 /e = 0.002
5 The AR line is not on top of the ridge intentionally. We expect the maximum in the
Andreev conduction to be not at the threshold but at slightly higher bias values for high
transmissions as seen in point contacts [32]. The harder criterion is in our opinion the
beginning of the J-QP cycle at the intersection to the quasiparticle line.
4
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4.6 Renormalization of EC
Although the OT does not quantitatively describe the transport through the
SSET in the point contact regime, it allows extracting general parameters such
as the charging energy. We used measurements in the normal conducting state
on the same sample, but varying in RBJ , as basis for the data provided in Fig. 7.
We verified that these EC values agree with the ones in the superconducting
state within the given error bars. Measurements with obvious rearrangement
in the BJ during the mapping were excluded. We find that once the point
contact regime is approached, i.e. RBJ ≤ 1/G0 ' 12.9 kΩ, the charging energy
of the SET reduces drastically from roughly 115 µeV to about 86 µeV.

1 3 0
1 2 0

1 0 0

E

C

( µe V )

1 1 0

9 0
8 0
7 0
1

1 0

1 0 0

R

B J

( k Ω)

1 0 0 0

Fig. 7 The behaviour of EC vs. the
BJ resistance, extracted from several
different contacts in normal conducting state and verified in the superconducting state, shows a clear reduction
of EC once the BJ forms a point contact (RBJ ≤ 1/G0 , indicated). The error bars indicate the minimal and maximal values of EC for which the experimental transport diagram is in agreement with the measurements. Likewise
the uncertainty for the resistance arises
from the minimal and maximal resistance, obtained by linear fitting the IV
characteristics at high bias.

Based on the data we cannot reveal whether the reduction occurs suddenly or as a continuous decrease. The missing range of resistances is difficult
to address using the break junction technique due to the limited mechanical
stability in the close tunnelling regime. Renormalization of EC has been observed before in SETs of two dimensional electron gases [35, 36] as well as in
Al/AlOx /Al structures with two oxide barriers [31, 37]. In these works, however, the EC values of different samples had to be compared. Additionally the
recent work of Ref. [7] showed the disappearance of the zero bias Coulomb oscillations with increasing conductance. Nevertheless, a change in EC was not
reported. From the theoretical side a reduction of EC when increasing the coupling is expected for macroscopic systems [37, 38] as well as for contacts with
single transmission channels [39, 40]. Nazarov [41] predicted an exponential
reduction of EC depending on the nature of the tunnel contacts and conductance. Albeit a change in the junction capacitance when closing the BJ cannot
be excluded as a source of change in EC . Further measurements are necessary
to explore this observation in more detail.
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5 Summary
In conclusion, we present a testbed system for systematic studies of the Coulomb
blockade and superconducting transport covering the whole range from the
weakly to the strongly coupled regime within one sample. This is realized by
using one mechanically controllable break junction and an oxide tunnel barrier.
In the weak tunnelling regime the transport behaviour in both the normal and
the superconducting state is well described by the Orthodox theory. When
forming a near tunnelling contact in the superconducting state, we observe
novel current features, some being related to multiple Andreev reflection, some
of unknown origin, that are not reported in theory so far. Approaching the
point contact regime the Coulomb blockade behaviour is washed out and we
find a renormalization of the charging energy toward smaller values. Additional
studies are necessary to clarify how the charging energy vanishes.
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